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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents an asymmetric full-duplex solution based on visible light communications
(VLC) for indoor wired and wireless hybrid signal transmission. The signal is distributed by a
polymer optical fiber (POF) link and passively radiated. The proposed system includes two VLC
links: a low-speed downlink and a high-speed uplink using an image sensor (IS) and photodiode
detection (PD) based receivers. PD-based system communication performance is evaluated by
means of error vector magnitude (EVM) for different modulation orders quadrature phase
shift keying (QPSK), 16- and 64-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), while the IS-based
system is characterized in terms of the success of reception (SoR). High-speed data transmission
up to 160 Mbps with a 16-QAM modulation scheme and low-speed data transmission up to
500 bps with 98.6% of SoR using a non-return zero on–off keying (NRZ-OOK) scheme over a
1.5 m optical wireless link are demonstrated. Finally, simulations of the wireless channel are
performed to evaluate the misalignment tolerance of the system; and, to estimate the uplink
performance at longer distances.

. Introduction

Optical wireless communications (OWC) have aroused significant industry and academic interest. Particularly, visible light
ommunications (VLC), optical camera communications (OCC) and free-space optical (FSO) communications over infrared (IR) are
merging technologies. They have become alternatives to traditional radio frequency (RF) communications due to the availability of
large portion of additional unlicensed spectrum to satisfy the growing requirements for Internet access and multimedia services [1].

Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are employed as optical transmitters in VLC systems thanks to their low power consumption, free
pectrum license, high security and long lifetime in spite of their typical limited bandwidth, e.g. 20 MHz [2]. These features
nable VLC to be cost-effectively and easily integrated into existing lighting systems. After the first standard was published by
he Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs) IEEE working group in 2011 [3], VLC has emerged as a fast-growing technology
or various scenarios, as well as in numerous research studies [4,5]. Regarding applications, VLC may be integrated to build a
ireless small-cell access network, where multiple light sources are used as access points (APs) in indoor environments [6], for
nderwater communication systems [7], for positioning systems, or intelligent transportation systems (ITS) as vehicle-to-vehicle
ommunication [8] or data transmission via traffic lights and vehicle LEDs [9]. Furthermore, recent works have demonstrated the
se of hybrid networks using plastic optical fiber (POF) and VLC for indoor optical communications [10,11]. The advantages of POF
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are large core diameter, small bending radius and lightweight resulting in low cost and easy solution to integrate end-user access
into the edge network through an optical backbone [12].

As an extension of the previous Short-Range OWC IEEE standard, optical camera communications (OCC) was included in IEEE
02.15.7-2018 [13], where the receivers are digital cameras with a lens and an image sensor (IS). In recent years, in spite of the
ow bit rate, the integration of IS, or optical cameras, in smartphones has massively increased, and opportunities are emerging for
CC to address multiple challenges in different applications such as the Internet of Things (IoT), indoor localization [14], motion
apture and intelligent transportation systems. Examples of them represent safety-related applications such as accident notifications,
etecting and recognizing moving vehicles, collision warnings, pedestrian detection, range estimation of approaching vehicles, and
nformation related to speed and direction [15]. Most of cameras make use of a Complementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor (CMOS)
S. Note that OCC is limited to low bit data rates (kbps) due to the receiver sampling rate, determined by the camera’s frame rate,
ypically in the range of 30 to 60 frames per second (fps) [16]. However, the rolling shutter effect of the CMOS sensors, which
equentially (row by row) integrates the light illuminating the pixels and does not capture the image at once, is used to increase
he bit rate (𝑅𝑏) and achieve flicker-free communication [17].

VLC also provides a promising infrastructure for IoT applications, not only for mainstream consumer applications, but also for
ndustrial and Industry 4.0, where smart devices (sensors, actuators, machines and robots) send wireless data over flexible networks
o perform a real-time industrial control using minimal human intervention with reduced costs [18]. However, most of the research
fforts done towards the development of VLC technology have been focused on optimizing communication throughput over a one-
ay channel, mainly the downlink. The establishment of bidirectional communication is highly desirable, although for the uplink,

he use of VLC may not always be the optimum choice. Note that power constraint on devices, alignment and line-of-sight (LOS)
rom transmitters (Tx) to receivers (Rx) and interference due to reflections between uplink and downlink channels are all important
ssues to consider in order to obtain a proper performance of the system [19]. The definition of the optimal technology for the
plink depends upon the scenario requirements; for example, in an industrial environment where a built-in robot camera may
apture images or videos, this camera can also receive short signaling messages while the uplink is used to transmit high-speed data
e.g. video) to the factory core network over an asymmetrical full-duplex link.

In VLC, two methods support bidirectionality while avoiding crosstalk due to signal reflections: wavelength division duplexing
WDD) and time division duplexing (TDD). In [20], for example, a VLC-IoT wireless communication system based on a non-
rthogonal multiple access technique while using visible spectrum in downlink and IR for uplink is proposed, although IR eye
afety must be ensured by limiting the transmission power. A full-duplex link using LEDs in the visible band for both directions has
lso been reported, but low data rates (several kbps) and short transmission distances (several cm) were achieved [21]. Researchers
n [22] addressed bidirectionality in a TDD-based scheme for multiple users. Both uplink and downlink were performed over the
ame wavelength. Tests were carried out with commercial illumination LEDs over a 3 m long wireless link, achieving speeds up to
00 Mbps. In [23], the authors present a full-duplex VLC system using POF for remote signal distribution in indoor environments.
hey present a WDM scheme for establishing multiple access points for the users with a coverage radius of about 30 cm for a 1.2 m
ireless link and the achieved speeds were 2 Gbps for the uplink and downlink. In contrast to our work, the uplink and downlink
ere based on VLC channels employing photodiodes as receivers and laser diodes as transmitters.

This work provides a full-duplex communication solution in an asymmetric scenario using VLC technology based on PD for uplink
nd IS for downlink. In particular, we consider a low-speed link IS-based, transmitting on–off keying (OOK) baseband signal and a
igh-speed rate M-order quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) signal transmission based on PD, while using POF for the passive
istribution of the signals. The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

(1) A hybrid POF/VLC network is developed using VLC technology to support bidirectional WDD-based communication services.
(2) A full-duplex asymmetric VLC link is demonstrated. A high-speed M-QAM signal is transmitted using the PD-based uplink

and a low-speed baseband signal is transmitted using the IS-based downlink.
(3) Passive wired to wireless interface with commercial off-the-shelf components is employed where a single lens transmits and

receives light from both communication channels.
(4) Using a passive POF network for signal distribution simplifies the optical network infrastructure supporting multiple APs,

i.e. it creates an all-optical backhauling with no intermediate electrical conversions and enables the connection of end users
to the core network.

(5) Simulations of the optical channels are performed to extend the results and evaluate the tolerance of the system to
misalignment, as well as to provide the maximum experimental bit rates in terms of wireless link distance.

The remaining sections of this document are organized as follows: Section 2 presents the description of the hybrid VLC full-
uplex link. Section 3 provides and discusses the experimental results, in Section 4, an optical simulation of the system is employed
o characterize the proposed solution, and Section 5 summarizes the main conclusions of this paper.

. Description of hybrid VLC/OCC full-duplex link

This part provides the description and characteristics of the implemented full-duplex system. Fig. 1(a) shows the hybrid VLC full-
uplex asymmetric link scheme for an indoor point-to-point transmission scenario based on LEDs as transmitters while a photograph
f the laboratory setup is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The system combines: (i) a low-speed VLC link using a camera as a detector for UL,
nd (ii) a high-speed VLC link using a PD as a detector for downlink.
2
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Fig. 1. (a) Scheme of the proposed approach for full-duplex VLC transmission. Insets: (i) IS-based downlink, (ii) PD-based uplink; (b) Photograph of the laboratory
setup. PD (photodiode), TIA (transimpedance amplifier), AWG (Arbitrary Waveform Generator), OOK (On–Off-Keying), POF (plastic optical fiber), Tx (transmitter),
Rx (receiver), RRC (root-raised-cosine).

The optical signal is distributed through a Step-Index (SI)-POF; thus, both the transmitter of the IS-based downlink and the
receiver of the PD-based uplink can be placed remotely. Furthermore, the optical network infrastructure is simplified, as the
optical frontend is passive and includes a unique lens operating as a transmitting and receiving lens for the IS- and PD-based link,
respectively. A POF optical 2 × 1 coupler is used to combine these two signals in one fiber, i.e. LEDIS output is launched into port#1,
while port#3 connects the POF that distributes the signal and port#2 collects the signal back to the high-speed link receiver. Note
that both links can be exchanged, i.e., photodetector for downlink and cameras for uplink, but in this case, OCC could not make
use of the POF signal distribution.

2.1. Hybrid POF and IS-based downlink

The transmitter consists of a commercial red LED (see 4⃝ in Fig. 1, Avago SFH757V) emitting the optical carrier signal centered
at 𝜆 = 650 nm that is launched into the POF through a 1 mm diameter POF connector. A non-return-to-zero and on–off-keying (NRZ-
OOK) modulation is employed. An arbitrary waveform generator (R&S HMF2550) is used to generate the data signal and directly
modulate the light intensity of the LEDIS by using a bias-T (BT-A11). A bias current of 48 mA is applied with an output optical
power of 0 dBm. The modulated light beam is launched into a 1 mm diameter and 1 m long SI-POF (i.e. POF radius rPOF = 0.5 mm)
through a POF coupler, with the POF end coupled to an aspheric lens ACL25416U (see 1⃝ in Fig. 1) from Thorlabs with focal
length 𝑓 1⃝ = 16 mm to create the wireless channel interface of 1.5 m long. The key characteristics of the elements composing both

communication links are summarized in Table 1.
A CMOS rolling-shutter based camera (DFK 72BUC02) is used on the Rx side, which in rolling-shutter acquisition mode scans the

whole image row by row of pixels using a delay between each row. So, the camera sequentially integrates all the illuminated pixels
during the exposure time. In a single captured image, the rolling-shutter scheme allows multiple exposures, which allows multiple
incoming light states to be captured simultaneously within a single frame, as each row is exposed once to light. This scheme allows
for flicker-free communication and bit rate enhancement. The camera is configured to capture a video stream of 25 fps; a resolution
of 648 × 484 (red–green–blue, RGB); and an exposure time of 25 μs while the gain is set between 4−8 dB [24].
3
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Table 1
Main configuration parameters of the VLC full-duplex link.

Parameter Value

IS-based downlink

LEDIS

Avago SFH757V

Bias current 48 mA
𝜆peak 650 nm
Vbias 1.9 V
Optical power 0 dBm

Camera

DFK 72BUC02

Resolution 648 × 484 pixels
Frames 25 fps
Exposure 200 μs
Gain 4.8 dB

PD-based uplink

LEDPD

Vishay VLMTG1501-GS08

Bias current 11 mA
𝜆peak 6535 nm
Vbias 3.1 V
Optical power 6.4 dBm

PD

PDA10A

Wavelength range 200 nm to 1100 nm
Bandwidth 150 MHz
Active area ∅1 mm (0.8 mm2)
Peak responsivity 0.44 A/W 𝜆peak = 730 nm

General

TxPD lens
Thorlabs LA1951-A

Diameter 1′′

Focal length 25.3 mm

RxPD lens
TxIS lens

Thorlabs ACL25416U-A

Diameter 1′′

Focal length 16 mm

POF
Diameter 1′′

Profile Step-Index (SI)
Material PMMA

General Wireless link 1.5 m
POF length 1, 20 m

Fig. 2. Block diagram of IS-based downlink including data signal processing.

The transmitted data packet is composed of a 7-bit data sequence [0 0 1 1 0 1 1]. The camera output signal is captured for
subsequent offline data processing in Matlab based on traditional image processing (see Fig. 2). The captured signal, a video
stream, is divided into image frames for further frame-by-frame processing to decode the received data. Then, a processing module
is applied to find the region of interest (ROI) where the LEDIS light is located into the image. The images are then converted from
RGB to grayscale to retrieve the intensity profiles. After that, a second-order polynomial fitting technique (as described in [25]) is
applied to mitigate the interferometric nature observed due to the ambient light in the surrounding. The grayscale intensity profiles
after fitting are normalized for thresholding and binarization of data frames and converted to a vector transformation for decoding
the data bit streams.

2.2. Hybrid POF and PD-based uplink

The TxPD consists of a commercial green Chip LED (see 3⃝ in Fig. 1, Vishay VLMTG1501-GS08), emitting an optical carrier
signal centered at a wavelength 𝜆 = 520 nm. An arbitrary waveform generator (R&S, SMW200 A) is employed to generate the data
4
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Fig. 3. Simplified block diagram of M-QAM signal data processing. O/E (Opto-Electric). BPF (Band-pass filter), ADC (Analog-to-digital converter).

Table 2
Power budget.

Description Unit PD-based uplink IS-based downlink

Optical power at LED dBm 6.3 0
Coupling losses (lens) dB 7.1 0.6
Wireless channel (1.5 m) dB 8.8 11.0
Insertion losses (coupler ) dB 5.9 4.2
Polymer optical fiber (1 m) dB 0.2 0.2
Connectors + misalignment errors dB 3.5 3.5
Received optical power at the detector dBm −19.2 −19.5

signal, which is directly applied to modulate the intensity of the LEDPD by using a bias-T (BT-A11). The LEDPD emits an optical
power of 6.4 dBm with a bias current of 11 mA (Vbias = 3.1 V). In particular, quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), 16 and 64-QAM
modulation formats are used over the carrier frequencies of 50 MHz, 40 MHz and 20 MHz, respectively, employing a square-root
raised-cosine (RCC) pulse shaping with a roll-off factor of 0.25. Next, a Thorlabs LA1951 spherical lens (see 2⃝ in Fig. 1) with a
focal length 𝑓 2⃝ = 25 mm is used to create the wireless channel interface of 1.5 m long as the one shown in [26]. The same lens
from the IS-based downlink is used on the receiver side to focus the beam into an SI-POF 1 m section (see 1⃝ in Fig. 1). A 2 × 1
POF optical coupler is then used to guide the light into a 1 mm diameter PD (see 5⃝ in Fig. 1, Thorlabs PDA10 A) incorporating a
fixed-gain trans-impedance-amplifier (TIA). Finally, the data signal is captured and demodulated using typical QAM demodulation
blocks (see Fig. 3) by a digital signal analyzer (R&S, FSW26).

By default, it is assumed that the I/Q data is modulated at one of the carrier frequencies mentioned above. An antialiasing
band-pass filter (BPF) is applied before the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) that captures the received signal. Next, the digital
signal is down-converted to baseband and matched-filtered with a root raised-cosine filter to remove noise and high-frequency
terms. Finally, an equalizer compensates for channel distortion, and symbols are de-mapped to recover the original information
bits.

2.3. Power budget

Table 2 summarizes the power budget of both links. The coupling losses between the LEDPD and the TxPD lens are particularly
high for the PD-based uplink, as explained in the following. The half-intensity angle of the LEDPD is ±65 degrees and corresponds
to a Lambertian radiation pattern. The numerical aperture (NA) of the TxPD lens is 0.5, equivalent to a light acceptance cone below
30 degrees. On the other hand, for the IS-based downlink, the coupling losses are 0.6 dB as the LEDIS package includes a molded
micro-lens for efficient coupling. The difference in the propagation losses of the optical channel is due to both the geometry of
the lenses of each particular system and the positioning of the lenses in the system. Compared to the PD-based uplink, the source
and lens combination generates a beam with higher divergence in the IS-based downlink. In addition, the receiving lenses on each
link have different diameters, and therefore their gain differs. The details are discussed in Section 4. Note that the insertion losses
between the ports of the 2 × 1 directional coupler are not identical.

3. Full-duplex transmission measurements

As explained in the previous section, the proposed system includes two VLC links operating simultaneously: the PD-based uplink
for high-speed data channels and the IS-based downlink for low-speed data channels. The last one uses a baseband modulation whose
bandwidth is widely separated from the RF bandwidth used for the PD-based uplink to avoid interference between both channels.
Furthermore, in the optical domain, the directivity of the coupler between the IS- and PD-based signals is 20.7 dB. Consequently,
the PD is not saturated by the IS-based signal and crosstalk at the PD is reduced. In the IS-based downlink, any reflection of the
PD-based signal is detected by the camera as a constant light level due to the low-pass filter effect; these reflections modify the
luminance of the received pixels, increase the noise level and can cause errors in the decoding process. Therefore, in this case, it is
necessary to add an optical filter, which can be done by software since the RGB camera allows color filtering, and thus, no additional
hardware is required. The laboratory measurements are carried out with both links running simultaneously.
5
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Fig. 4. Experimental grayscale values of the received data for 500 bps, 4 dB of camera gain: (a) 1.5 m; and, (b) 3.5 m wireless link. Insets show a captured
frame.

Table 3
IS-based system performance summary.

Bit rate (bps) Gain (dB) Wireless channel span (m)

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

Success of reception (%)
500 4 98.6 92.8 92.9 87.1 84.3

8 95.7 90.0 88.6 88.6 78.6

1000 4 62.9 61.4 60.0 60.0 58.6
8 60.0 60.0 58.0 58.0 55.7

3.1. Downlink channel (IS-based VLC downlink)

The performance of the downlink channel is evaluated in terms of the success of reception (SoR). The SoR is the ratio of the
correctly decoded against the total number of transmitted bits. In a line-of-sight OCC system, the bit rate is also conditioned by the
projection size of the optical beam at the IS (ROI), since this projection contains the transmitted data bits in the received frames.
A non-uniform illumination pattern of the optical source produces a non-uniform intensity profile. In our system, the Lambertian
radiation pattern of the LEDIS produces a high-intensity profile in the center of the frame and a gradual decrease at the edges
(see Fig. 4). This effect creates an SNR disparity in the frame, i.e. the SNR is non-uniform and is higher at the center region, thus
hindering the demodulation process. A polynomial fitting method is applied to reduce the impact of non-uniform SNR, as described
in [25]. Fig. 3 shows the difference in the intensity profile caused by the optical power level at different wireless link distances,
1.5 m(a) and 3.5 m(b) while insets display the captured frames.

Table 3 summarizes the performance results of the downlink channel using the SoR metric as a function of: (i) OCC signal
transmission rate (500, 1000 bps); (ii) camera gain values (4, 8 dB) and (iii) different transmission distances (1.5–3.5 m). It can
be observed the SoR was above 88% at bit rate of 500 bps and gain of 8 dB for transmission span of up to 3 m. Note, the success
of reception is higher at lower bit rate due to limited camera bandwidth (25 fps) and reduces to 58% at the bit rate of 1000 bps.
This is mainly due to the reduction in the pixel occupancy on the image frame with increase in bit rate. Similarly, increase in gain
amplifies the noise and reflections from the fiber in terms of attenuation. Therefore, the performance of the OCC link degrades with
increase in the camera gain values.

3.2. Uplink channel (PD-based VLC)

PD-based uplink performance is analyzed by measuring the error vector magnitude (EVM) to estimate the SNR at the
receiver [27], this estimation is accurate if the main distortion at the receiver is caused by additive white Gaussian noise. At the
reception, we set a target BER of 1093 as it can be converted in an error-free transmission if forward error correction (FEC) is
employed [28]. For each QAM modulation order, this target BER is related to a different SNR and its corresponding EVM [27]. In
our measurements, QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM are employed, and their corresponding EVM thresholds must be lower than 32.5%,
15% and 7.5%, respectively, to attain error-free transmission.

The EVM was measured as a function of the transmitted modulation bandwidth to test the feasibility of the approach and to
evaluate the maximum achievable capacity under different conditions. Fig. 5 shows the transmission results for three modulation
formats, i.e. QPSK, 16 and 64-QAM, which have been measured using two different POF lengths: 1 m and 20 m. According to
Table 2, the received optical power (RoP) at the detector for 1 m POF is 919.2 dBm but RoP of 922.2 dBm was measured for 20 m
6
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Fig. 5. EVM measurements for different modulation formats QPSK, 16 and 64 -QAM transmitted over different POF lengths: (a) 1 m (inset shows constellations
obtained for 10 MHz bandwidth signals); (b) 20 m (inset shows the electrical frequency response of the PD-based OB2B link).

Fig. 6. EVM measurements as a function of RoP for signals with different bandwidth: (a) QPSK; (b) 16-QAM; and (c) 64-QAM.

POF. The modulation bandwidths satisfying the EVM FEC thresholds have been estimated in the former case to be around 60 MHz,
40 MHz and 20 MHz; while in the latter, 50 MHz, 20 MHz and 10 MHz are obtained. Note that, different maximum bandwidths
are supported for different modulation formats for a given RoP value since the corresponding EVM thresholds are related to the
required SNR. In addition, the insets in Fig. 5(a) show the measured constellation of signals with 10 MHz bandwidth for different
modulation schemes transmitted through 1.5 m wireless link and 1 m POF. The inset in Fig. 5(b) shows the frequency response of
the optical Back-to-Back (OB2B) link, whose 3 dB bandwidth can be estimated as 50 MHz.

EVM measurements for different bandwidths and modulation formats as a function of RoP are shown in Fig. 6. To adjust the RoP
at the detector, neutral density absorbing filters from 0.1 to 0.7 optical density (Thorlabs NExxB) were used. RoP was measured
using an S120C photodiode power sensor and a PM100D console. In particular, the measurements show that a minimum RoP of
926.5 dBm, 923.8 dBm, and 921.4 dBm are required to transmit a 10 MHz bandwidth signal for QPSK, 16- and 64-QAM, respectively.
It can also be observed that a RoP penalty of about 1.5 dB exists for a fixed EVM when the modulation bandwidth is doubled, which
corresponds to a difference of 3 dB in terms of received electrical power (ReP). This penalty is maintained up to 50 MHz of bandwidth
and occurs when the bandwidth is doubled as a consequence of doubling the noise power. For 60 MHz, the penalty increases due
to distortions introduced by the optical source (see inset Fig. 5(b)), which cannot be compensated by the equalizer.
7
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Fig. 7. System simulation results: (a) Full-duplex system simulation schematic, (b) Transversal section of the optical beam for the PD-based system after 1.5 m
of the wireless link, (c) RoP as a function of vertical displacement of: TxPD (green); and TxIS (red), (d) Transversal section of the optical beam for the IS-based
system after 1.5 m of the wireless link. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

4. Full-duplex link optical simulation

Simulations are carried out to complement the experimental results for the sake of evaluating the system tolerance to
misalignment and providing achievable maximum bit rates of the PD-based uplink as a function of wireless link distance. The
simulation setup depicted in Fig. 7(a) is employed to evaluate the system tolerance to misalignment: the TxPD lens is perfectly
aligned to the RxPD lens while the camera lens has a 50 mm offset from the center of the TxPD lens, the wireless link distance of
1.5 m corresponds to the laboratory setup. The system is modeled and simulated using Zemax software in non-sequential mode,
using the parameters detailed in the previous sections. Optical elements are configured using the manufacturers’ specifications, while
the software employs both a large number of rays and power spectral density to model the optical source.

Fig. 7(b) and (d) show the beam diameter for the PD- and IS-based link, respectively. The beam size is conditioned by its diameter
at the lens output, its divergence and the distance at which it is measured. The divergence is given by 𝛼IS = rPOF∕(𝑓 1⃝), i.e., the
smaller the optical source and the longer the focal length, the smaller the divergence and hence the smaller the diameter of the
light beam. For the PD-based uplink, the diameter is approximately 76 mm, while for the IS-based downlink, it is approximately
140 mm. Another parameter to evaluate the system misalignment is the receiver’s angular field of view (AFOV), defined as the full
angle (in degrees) at which light can be captured with an optical instrument. The AFOV is defined by the focal length of the lens
and the size of the optical sensor. For instance, for the IS-based downlink AFOV = 2 × arctan(h∕2 × 𝑓 2⃝) where h = 4.28 mm is the
size of the image sensor.

Fig. 7(c) characterizes the misalignment tolerance of the system. The RoP is plotted as a function of vertical displacement for
a fixed wireless link distance. The RoP for the PD-based uplink is 919.2 dBm when the system is fully aligned, while for the IS-
based downlink is 920.2 dBm when the camera is displaced 50 mm in the vertical axis, i.e. the initial conditions of laboratory
measurements, whose results were given in Section 3. For both VLC channels, we have two conditions: with pointing (i.e. both Tx and
Rx are perfectly oriented) and without pointing. Given the configuration described in Section 2, the evaluation of the misalignment
is carried out as follows.

For the PD-based uplink, the receiver (RxPD) is fixed, i.e., it has no offset, being the TxPD the one that is offset. The coverage
area of the LEDPD conditions the RoP when no-pointing is performed (solid green line in Fig. 7(c)), when a pointing is performed
(dashed green line in Fig. 7(c)), the RoP is conditioned by the FOV = 3.60 degrees, of the receiver. Since it does not depend on the
coverage area, the RoP has a flat behavior up to around 47 mm, and decreases when the FOV of the receiver is smaller than the
angle of incidence of the light emitted by the LEDPD. The minimum RoP required to transmit QPSK is 926.5 dBm corresponding to
a misalignment of 37 mm with no-pointing (see Fig. 6(a)), whereas, with pointing, the same RoP corresponds to a 55 mm offset.

For the IS-based downlink, the transmitter (TxIS) is fixed, i.e., it has no offset, being the camera the one that has an offset. It
is observed that the RoP decreases as we move further from the coverage area of the optical source. The differences in RoP due to
pointing are related to the fact that the angle of incidence of the light emitted by the optical source is greater than the camera’s
AFOV = 2.45 degrees, i.e. it restricts the displacement to 32 mm, which coincides with the abrupt decrease of the optical power
(solid red line) in Fig. 7(c). By proper pointing, the angle of relative incidence is reduced, thus losses are only due to the loss of
coverage within the light cone (dashed red line).
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Fig. 8. Experimental (symbols) and simulated (dashed line) RoP vs. distance for: (a) IS-based wireless link; (b) PD-based wireless link. Insets show the workspace
configuration layout in Zemax for both links.

A second simulation of the wireless optical channels is carried out to determine the channel propagation losses as a function of the
link distance. To validate the simulation results first, we compared them with those obtained from laboratory measurements. Fig. 8
shows the simulated (dashed line) and measured (solid line with squares) RoP as a function of wireless link distance, both obtained
with a 9.8 mm diameter S120C optical power sensor (see 6⃝ in insets of Fig. 8). In the simulation, the workspace configuration
is performed independently on each link replicating the laboratory setup (insets in Fig. 8). Note that both the experimental and
simulated IS-based setup for power measurements employs a 25.3 mm focal lens before the power sensor. It can be observed that
curves from simulations show very good agreement with measurements and allow to extend the RoP vs. link distance results.

Finally, Fig. 9 compares peak data rates of the PD-based uplink as a function of distance, i.e. 1.5–3.5 m range as appropriate
for indoor applications, for different modulation formats and bandwidths. Such peak data rates were obtained by multiplying the
maximum allowed bandwidth according to the EVM FEC threshold level in Fig. 6 by the number of bits per symbol. The simulations
of the optical channel allowed to obtain the estimated distances for such RoP values. Note that in this case, the simulations, shown in
the inset of Fig. 9, employ a 1 mm size detector to replicate the full link budget, as described in Table 2. RoP is 919.2 dBm for 1.5 m
distance, which corresponds to the experimental results. For distances from 1.5 m to 2 m, it is observed that 16-QAM modulation
format provides the highest data rate, i.e. 160 Mbps. For the received optical power after 1.5 m wireless link (919.2 dBm), 64-QAM
modulation has no superior performance to QPSK and 16-QAM. From 921.9 dBm and for lower values of RoP, corresponding to a
wireless link distance larger than 1.9 m, QPSK is preferable over other modulation formats since it achieves higher throughput.

5. Conclusion

This paper demonstrates an asymmetric full-duplex hybrid VLC link that combines passive distribution of optical signals over
POF and luminaire-free wireless connectivity. The system provides a passive point-to-point indoor access point using off-the-shelf
components. The system includes a low-speed (kbps) IS-based channel as the downlink, and a high-speed (tens of Mbps) PD-based
channel operating as the uplink.

The experimental results of the proposed system have been evaluated, presented and discussed in terms of EVM and SoR. For
the PD-based uplink, rates of 160 Mbps using a 16-QAM modulation scheme and 120 Mbps using a QPSK and 64-QAM modulation
schemes have been demonstrated for a RoP of 919.2 dBm over a 1.5 m optical wireless link. While for the IS-based downlink, a
data rate of 500 bps with a SoR of 98.6% was achieved using an NRZ-OOK modulation format over the same wireless link distance.
The effects of crosstalk in the system have been mitigated without the need of additional hardware components: the IS receiver
makes use of a software RGB color filtering, meanwhile the PD receiver takes advantage of the directivity of the coupler to prevent
saturation in the optical domain, whereas the use of different frequencies in the electrical domain allows the spectral separation of
the signals in both links.

The experimental measurements have been complemented with simulations of the wireless links, which lead to an estimation
of the misalignment tolerance in the PD-based uplink of 37 mm when there is no pointing between Tx and Rx while the tolerance
increases to 55 mm with proper pointing. For the IS-based downlink, the AFOV of the camera restricts the misalignment to a
maximum of 32 mm when there is no proper pointing. Finally, simulation results allow to provide the maximum experimental bit
rates in terms of wireless distances, i.e. 10 MHz bandwidth QPSK signal (20 Mbps) can be transmitted up to 3.5 m link with a RoP
of 926.5 dBm, while the IS-based system achieves a data rate of 500 bps with a SoR of 92.9% over 2.5 m and the SoR was 84.3%
over 3.5 m.
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Fig. 9. Maximum high-speed channel throughput vs. link distance for different modulation formats.
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